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Needs 'Winners'

Can the United States afford its
"all-volunteer" Army? An Army
of higli school dropouts whose base
pay, counting free food, free housing, free clothing, free educational
benefits, free medical and dental
care and free recreation, is more
than most college graduates can
earn?
More important, can the United
States afford an Army of "losers"?
That's what one Army captain who
was interviewed in a recent ABC
television documentary called the
recruits now being signed up for
the nation's ground forces.
These are questions which many
Americans concerned for the security of their country have been
asking themselves ever since the
Armed Forces embarked on their
high-pay-for-volunteers experiment
five years ago.
From the outset it was apparent
that the Army had begun filling
its ranks with a disproportionate
number of blacks who, in many
cases, added to the racial imbalance by bringing their wives into
the service with them. It should
be noted, however, that both white
and black recruits have come in
good measure from the unemployed 17 per cent of the nation's
young-a figure which jumps to
34 per cent when applied to jobless blacks.
In the same ABC documentary
in which the Army captain de2
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scribed our "volunteer" recruits as
"losers," 55 per cent of American
enlisted men who were interviewed in West Germany said they
would not trust their fellow soldiers in combat, while more than
30 per cent said that, if West Germany should be invaded by Russians, they would go first to
provide protection for their wives
and children instead of to their
assigned battle stations.
Although recruit pay was quadrupled to more than $400 for a
buck private when the volunteer
army was inaugurated, the number
of poorly educated men in the
Army has increased. Since 1971,
the number of black enlisted men
has increased from 13 per cent to
nearly 27 per cent. The 53 per cent
increase in the number of blacks,
according to an Army report, has
brought "major areas of concern,"
including "the disproportionate
number" of dishonorable and bad
conduct discharges given to blacks;
"high crime trends" among blacks;
and "racial imbalances" within job
specialities.
Small wonder that the Army has
lost its appeal to well-educated,
patriotically motivated young men
who in previous years might have
aspired to military careers. Now,
when we are not at war, would be
a good time for the nation to get
rid of its losers and start lOOking
for winners!
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From A to Z -Atoms to Zaire

Will Western Europe Be Driven Out of Africa?
MEDFORD EVANS

1910 The Cambridge Modern
I NHistory
- possibly the most
prestigious work of its kind ever
published - enumerated the African colonies of France, Britain,
Portugal, Germany, and Italy, and
summarized the situation as follows:
"Almost the whole of Africa has
thus become an annex of Europe,
and while the greater part of it
has not been settled, and much of
it is unsuitable for European settlement, the fortunes of its countless peoples and of its boundless
tracts depend upon the policy, are
controlled by the force, and are
contingent on the jealousies, of the
European Powers. This process of
delimitation has been for the most
part initiated and carried out
within the last thirty years."
(i.e., 1880-1910)
As may be seen from the list
of colonizing countries given, the
authors might just as well have
said that it was Western Europe,
not the whole of Europe, of which
Africa had 'become an annex."
There is no indication that the
learned historians had any inkling
that fifty years later-that is, in
1960-the African possessions of
those West European nations
would begin a chain-reacting process of "liberation" and "independence" which seemed to leave
4

the continent not an annex of
Europe, but a disconnected shambles. Most spectacular of the
breakaways from "colonial" status
was that of the Belgian Congo,
subsequently called Democratic
Republic of the Congo, and now
Zaire-this being a Portuguese
form of a native African term for
the great river. The murders,
rapes, and destruction which followed within days of the Belgian
abdication on June 30, 1960 make
pale the recent atrocities in Zaire,
terrible as those were.
Spearhead of the 1960 terror
was Patrice Lumumba, a black
Communist who inspired violence
against all Europeans in the last
months of his life, and whose
memory furnished the same inspiration after his assassination in
1961. Looking for such stability
as might enable continuation of
industrial operations without political authority from Belgium,
Moise Tshombe led the province
of Katanga (now known as Shaba)
in a secessionist move which was
put down not by rival native forces,
but by action of the United Nations, stimulated largely from
Washington.
Eventually, some
kind of peace of exhaustion was
patched together under the leadership of Joseph Mobutu-now
called Mobutu Sese Seko-who is

Paratroopers of the French Foreign Legion demand and get entrance to suspect house in
Kolwe:zi, key mining town in Zaire's Shaba province (long known as Katanga).

still nominally in control of all of
Zaire, including Shaba-Katanga.
One thing recent events have
suggested is that the savagery of
1960, with all its killing, rape, and
parade of black power, did not
drive all Europeans from even the
darkest heart of Africa, and did
not result in any true political independence for the welter of native tribes. Whites were still
operating the mines of Katanga
when the "Marxist rebels" struck
this past May, and French and

Belgian troops were required to
check butchery of essential white
operators by both the rebels from
neighboring Angola and some of
Mobutu's own forces in Zaire. As
this is written, Moroccans have
arrived on board U.S. transport
planes, and there is talk of a multinational force-possibly "all African"-to establish at least the
minimal order necessary for any
kind of production to go forward
in Zaire. The "all African" force
will predictably have European
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direction. No one now doubts that
some kind of white intervention is
necessary if the fabulous mineral
riches of Katanga are to do anyone-black or white-any good at
all.
But why are Katangan riches
so important? Copper is spoken
of most frequently, and there is
no question that the copper
mines of Katanga-Shaba are important. They are not, however,
of a degree of importance comparable to that of the Persian Gulf
region's oil wells. The Middle
East is Number One in petroleum
reserves. Zaire's Shaba (or Katanga) is not Number One in
copper. The Encyclopedia Britannica, to take a readily available
reference work, lists four general
areas which "contain about 90%
of the world's known reserve" of
copper ore. Of these four, "the
central plateau of the . . . Congo
and Northern Rhodesia [now
Zambia] is ranked third, with
"the west slope of the Andes
mountains in Chile and Peru"
ahead of it, in second place. and
"the Rocky mountain and Great
Basin area of the United States"
in first place. Fourth place is "the
Pre-Cambrian shield area of central Canada and its extension into
northern Michigan." The "Free
World" does not depend on Mrica
for copper.
Katangese copper is worth millions, but it is not worth the political turmoil which has plagued
the region since July 1, 1960, and
has now, like a briefly quiescent
volcano, erupted again.
Yet something in Zaire-more
specifically in Katanga or Shaba
or whatever you want to call itis worth an immense price to the
6

nations of Western Europe, to the
United States, and to the Soviet
Union. That something, I suggest,
is uranium.
Members of the Carter Administration, including the President
himself, if I remember correctly,
have tried to make a point that
the difficulties in Mrica in general, and Zaire in particular, must
not be allowed to interfere with
the Strategic Arms Limitation
Talks (SALT). This is somewhat
like saying that difficulties in Saudi
Arabia must not be allowed to
interfere with cartel arrangements for the marketing of oil. No
international oil cartel can ignore
conditions in Saudi Arabia, and
no international nuclear cartel
(which it is the aim of SALT to
develop) can ignore conditions in
Africa in general and Zaire in
particular. Protestations are heard
from journalists as well as bureaucrats that we must not have a
"linkage" between SALT and
Zaire. But the linkage is thereput there by God at the Creation,
and by man in the course of history-and has been recognized
since the U.S. atomic-bomb project
was made feasible by the delivery
of 1250 tons of uranium oxide
from Katanga to New York (b}
way of Lobito, Angola) in the fall
of 1940. Without Katanga there
would have been no Manhattan
Project. The greatest fear of allied
experts at the outset of World
War II was that Nazi Germany
would get control of the incredibly
rich uranium ores of the Belgian
Congo.
It didn't happen, but now another dictatorship threatens to take
the Katanga mines from the West
Europeans who developed them.
THE CITIZEN

Arriving in wake of black terror in Kolwezi, Zaire, French Foreign Legionnaire. must
know whether young black male. are genuil~e civilian. or disguised fighting men.
Photo above .how. approved method of checkiing an ID card.

I do not mean simply the Soviet
Union. I mean the MoscowWashington Axis, with the Soviet
Union at one pole, and the United
States at the other. (The people
in neither country know what is
going on, but that doesn't keep it
from going on. Indeed, it facilitates such "progress.")
From the beginning of the
atomic age, international monopolistic control has been the aim
of every insider in the "new world"
of the atom. And from the beginning two things have been recognized by insiders: (1) that any
atomic monopoly-national or international-would have to begin
with a monopoly of the principal
uranium mines of the world, and
(2) that the first of these in importance was the Shinkolobwe
AUGUST 1978

mine in the Katanga province of
the Belgian Congo-now Zaire.
This whole subject has been
largely shrouded in secrecy-as are
the facts about most prospecting
for and development of mineral
resources--but certain revelations
have been made in serious books,
though rarely discussed in the
popular press, even by otherwise
well informed journalists. Following are a few quotations from some
of the most authoritative known
writers on this subject. They are
samples of documentation that
could be extended much further.
Robert D. Nininger, Assistant
Director for Exploration of the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
wrote in the mid 195Os: "The
Shinkolobwe mine has been, since
its initial development in 1921, the
7

richest known uranium deposit
and the greatest single source of
uranium. It has probably produced more uranium than all other
deposits together. It is located
near the town of Jadotville [now
known as Likasi] in Katanga in
the extreme southern part of the
Congo near the border of Northern
Rhodesia [now known as Zambia]."-Quoted from Minerals for
Atomic Energy, D. Van Nostrand
Company, 2nd edition, 1956, p. 43.
Again Nininger writes: "The
Shinkolobwe mine, the richest
known deposit of uranium, is
located near J adotville, Belgian
Congo, on the northern border of
the South African Shield which
includes most of South Africa between the Congo and Cape Province. Along its northern border
lies the rich Congo-Rhodesian
copper belt extending from the
most southeastern extension of the
Congo to the border of Angola.
Most of the large copper mines in
this belt have occurrences of uraninite. .,. This entire area along
the Congo-Rhodesian border is a
favorable prospecting ground [for
uranium], for it has both the highgrade pitchblende lodes [pitchblende is an ore rich in uranium]
and the lower-grade copper sulfide
and uraninite deposits in slates."Same book as above, p. 119. Nininger adds in a footnote on this
page: "Mineralization similar to
that of the copper belt occurs in
the Sinola district, northwest of
Salisbury, Southern Rlilodesia."
General Leslie R. Groves, Commanding General of the Manhattan
Project, in his book Now It Can
Be Told (Harper, 1962), after describing the remarkable windfall
8

by which the U.S. got 1250 ton~
of uranium ore from Katanga (as
mentioned earlier in this article),
writes that ore "was of tremendous
value to us, not only because of
its quantity but because of its richness," adding in a footnote: "At
the start of our purchases, the
hand-sorted tonnage derived from
the mine [Shinkolobwe] contained
an average of over 65 per cent
uranium oxide. This seems almost
incredible when it is realized that
ores from the Colorado Plateau and
Canada, which contain two-tenths
of one per cent [uranium oxide]
are of marketable quality . . . ."
(p. 37)
Again General Groves writes, of
Manhattan project experience with
sifting ores from "tailing dumps"
at Shinkolobwe for uranium oxide,
that the ore "was not so rich as
that which we had previously obtained from the Congo, but the
Congo's poorest was much better
than the best from Canada or the
Colorado Plateau . . . Their [i.e.,
"the Congo's poorest"] uranium
content varied widely from 3 per
cent to 20 per cent." (ibid. p. 179)
One more quotation from an
authoritative source. Richard G.
Hewlett and Oscar E. Anderson,
Jr., in The New World (Vol. I of
A History of the United States
Atomic Energy Commission), published in 1962 by the Pennsylvania
State University Press, describe the
wartime effort of the U.S. and
Great Britain to obtain jointly as
much as possible of the world's
supply of uranium in the ground,
and summarize the conclusion of
an official survey: "If Britain and
the United States could augment
their own resources [there is
THE CITIZEN

Major General Leslie R. Groves, CE, whose managerial genius made
plishment of the atomic bomb, is shown here on August 6, 1945,
a map of East Asia, with nuclear targets Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
nuclear materials came from Central Africa's Belgian Congo, now

uranium in Britain as well as in
the United States] with the ore of
the Congo, they would have over
90 per cent of the world's likely
supply." (p. 288)
It would be tiresome to pursue
further details. The unique importance of the Katanga-Shaba province of Zaire as a source of
uranium should be sufficiently evident. Copper is great, but oil and
uranium are more crucial.
Two possible objections to the
argument implicit in this article
should be answered. One, it may
be said that Shinkolobwe has by
now been mined out. As to that,
it is impossible for any of us who
are not experts and not on the
ground in Katanga to say. But we
can say this, that the mines of the
Erzgebirge region of Czecho-Slovakia .and East Germany have
been worked much longer ( and
AUGUST 1978

possible the accomas he contemplates
The history-making
Zaire.

since 1945 presumably more intensively) than those of Zaire, and
were not so rich to start with; yet
they are widely accounted the chief
source of Soviet uranium ores.
The other question may be: If
the uranium mines of Zaire are so
important, why haven't we heard
more about them? The natural
answer is: That's why.

The Photographic Store of Jackson
Since 1926
Jackson, MS
513 E. Capitol St.
Dial 948-2847
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Bakke In, Quotas Out;
Whites' Rights Upheld
WASHINGTON, D. C.-White
citizens of the United States
scored a victory against "reverse
discrimination" June 28 when
the nation's Supreme Court ruled
that Allan Bakke must be admitted to the University of California's medical school and held
that the strict use of racial quotas
in determining college admissions
is illegal. (See editorial in September 1977 issue of THE CITIZEN.) The court said that Bakke
had been denied admission to the
medical school because he is
white and therefore was the victim of illegal racial discrimination. The 5-4 decision was a clear
victory for Bakke, but left schools
and other institutions without
clear guideposts for considering
race in future school enrollments
and job placements. While the
court ruling was on college admissions, its decision could affect
minority hiring practices by hundreds of businesses and government agencies under affirmative
action programs developed over
the past 15 years. That anxiety
was sounded by Justice Thurgood
Marshall, the court's only black,
in an impassioned dissent. "It
has been said that this case involves only the individual, Bakke,
and this university," Marshall
wrote. "I doubt, however, that
there is a computer capable of
determining the number of per10

Allan Bakke

sons and institutions that may be
affected by the decision in this
case." Bakke declined to talk to
reporters in California, where he
waited for the decision, but one
of his lawyers, Robert Links, said,
"we're elated," and Bakke "is
definitely going to medical school
this fall." The court's majority
held that the University of California's medical school at Davis
went too far in considering race
when it refused to admit Bakke.
But it said certain affirmative action programs can properly be a
factor in decisions on admitting
students without explaining
what those programs might be.
The justices limited their seven
opinions to admissions policies in
THE CITIZEN

education and did not directly
address themselves to other affirmative action programs. Bakke's
victory came in the court's main
opinion by Justice Lewis F. Powell
Jr. In that opinion, Powell held
that strict racial quotas or goals
are unconstitutional. "Preferring
members of anyone group for
no reason other than race or
ethnic origin is discrimination for
its own sake," he wrote. However, the four justices who joined
Powell in the majority did not
address themselves to the question of racial quotas and goals or
constitutional guarantees. In their
opinions, they said Bakke deserved
admission to the Davis school
under provisions of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act which prohibits discrimination by race. In his explanation of how far schools can go in
considering an applicant's race,
Powell cited the admissions program at Harvard as being designed to assure racial and ethnic
diversity while selecting students
with a broad range of talents and
geographic backgrounds. Powell
wrote: "In such an admissions
program, race or ethnic background may be deemed a 'plus' in
a particular applicant's file, yet it
does not insulate the individual
from comparison with all other
candidates for the available seats."
But Powell said the Davis program, which kept Bakke out of
school by specifically setting asidl'
16 minority places out of 100
openings in the first-year class,
"would hinder, rather than further,
attainment of genuine diversity."
The court's seven opinions were
written by Powell, Marshall, Chief
Justice Warren E. Burger and
AUGUST 1978

Justices John Paul Stevens, William H. Rehnquist, Potter Stewart,
William J. Brennan Jr., Byron R.
White and Harry A. Blackmun.
Powell, Burger, Stevens, Rehnquist
and Stewart agreed to the decision
striking down the Davis program.
Powell, Brennan, White, Marshall
and Blackmun agreed that some
affirmative action programs may
be valid. Bakke had successfullv
sued the university in state courts
after his application to the Davis
medical school was rejected in
1973 an~ 1974, charging that
the admissions program reserving
places for "disadvantaged" students was an impermissible racial
quota. Under it, Bakke charged,
less academically qualified blacks,
Hispanics and Asian-Americans
were admitted ahead of him because he was white. Bakke, who
lives in Los Altos, Calif., never had
to prove that he would have been
admitted if the school had not had
a special admissions program and
the university conceded it could
not prove Bakke would have been
excluded if the program had not
existed. No whites have been admitted under the special program
at Davis, although 245 asked to
be considered. School records
show that the program has accepted only blacks, Hispanic or
Asian-American
applicants.
A
state trial court ruled that Davis'
minority program violated the
14th Amendment as well as a portion of the 1964 Civil Rights Act
that outlaws racial discrimination
by institutions receiving federal
funds. The California Supreme
Court upheld the trial court's
ruling.
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Blacks Slay 12 Wh ites
At Mission In Rhodesia
SALISBURY, Rhodesia - Black
nationalist guerrillas axed, bayonetted and clubbed eight British
mISSIOnaries and four of their
children to death at an isolated
mission school here in the worst
mass murder of church representatives and Europeans by terrorists
invading Rhodesia. One other
woman missionary was dragged
into the bush and assaulted, but
was still alive when she was
found a short distance from the
other victims. She was taken to
a hospital in Umtali, where she
was reported in serious condition.
The massacre took place when a
group of about 20 guerrillas occupied the Emmanuel Secondary
School in the heavily wooded
mountains 10 miles southeast of
Umtali on the eastern border of
Rhodesia. The school is run by
the Elim Mission of a Pentecostal
church based in Cheltenham,
England. The killings were the
most gruesome in a series of
attacks on Rhodesian mISSIon
stations that have left 33 missionaries and members of their
families dead. It appears that the
guerrillas' main objective is to
close the schools as part of a
campaign to break down government control over the rural population.
Many mIssIOnaries believe, however, that the guerrillas
are Marxists seeking primarily to
undermine Christian influence in
the country. Several months ago,
12

guerrillas killed seven Catholic
mIssIOnaries at a site 35 miles
northeast of Salisbury. Two Salvation Army members were killed
in southwestern Rhodesia and
an American Baptist missionary,
Archie Dunaway, recently was
stabbed to death at his mission at
Sanyati, 100 miles west of Salisbury.
Western correspondents
who went to the site of the
massacre found the bloody bodies
of the 12 victims still sprawled
on the wet grass around the
school's sports pavilion, a short
distance from the main building.
There were three couples, two
single women, three children and
a 3-week-old baby. The murders
took place after the guerrillas
had given political talks to the
200 pupils attending the school.
An ax was left in the back of a
woman wearing hair curlers.
Several victims had had their
faces bashed in, while lOne man
had been bayonetted repeatedly
in the back. Four of the five
women appeared to have been
raped, possibly when already
dead or unconscious. One woman
lavon her back with three child;en in pajamas and bathrobes
huddled around her. One of the
three men had had his hands
tied behind his back before being
killed, apparently by an ax. A
short twisted tree branch lay near
one group of five bodies. Rhodesian soldiers at the scene said
THE CITIZEN

Rev. Robert John Lynn and his wife Joyce were among the Christian martyrs whom the
imperial powers of Moscow and Washington -Fed to African savages in late June. For
a more recent photograph of Mrs. Lynn and her three-weeks-old daughter, Pamela Grace,
see next page-but brace yourself.

Elizabeth Wendy Hamilton (left), Peter McCalnn and his wife Sandra were others of the
missionary band slaughtered by the Red terror along the Rhodesian border with
Mozambique. The McCanns' two children, Philip and Joy, both under five, were also
victims of the Herod-like atrocity. Even the New York Times recognized the mass
murder as "peculiarly vicious," adding editori;Jlly that it seemed "as if education itself
were the target." The Times should have said "Christian education." (Events in Lebanon
also emphasize that the chief target of the world Communist revolution is Christianity.)
AUGUST 1978
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The special innocence of the Pentecostal group butchered in Rhodesia by Elreshnev's
and Carter's "Patriotic Front" proteges is shown by the missionaries' having taken their
children with them into the bloody ambush which they never suspected. Above are the
remains of Mrs. Lynn and her little baby girl.

it had been used to club some of
the victims ... There was no sign of
a struggle. Visibly shaken by the
horror of the scene, school director
Ronald Chapman said he had just
signed leases on homes in Umtali
so that all the missionaries could
live in town and commute to the
school. They were to have moved
within a week. Several students
said the guenillas arrived at the
school shortly after 8 p.m. and
ordered all of them to assemble
outside the main building. Speak-

ing in both English and Shona, the
main African language in Rhodesia, six of the armed guerrillas
told the students that they were
to clear out and return to their
homes. None of the European
missionary teachers were present
at the meeting, although several
African teachers attended and
were not harmed. "We were
afraid, but I didn't understand
what they were saying except
that we had to be gone by Mon(Continued on Page 22)
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The three mutilated bodiEis ~hown above are those of Rebecca Evans,S; PhilillJ McCann,
6; and Joy McCann,S. PaJama-and-bathrobe-clad, they "sleep the sleep t'hat knows
no waking"-except in heaven.
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I have missed George Wallace
in the political campaigns this year.
He has dominated Alabama politics for almost 20 years and he has
been in the race for president at
least on three occasions.
In my opinion, in 1972 he was
making great progress when he
was shot and left an invalid for life.
I do not blame him for withdrawing from the Senate race this
year. If he could have run without
opposition, it would have been the
thing to do. In his condition, he
could very easily serve in the
Senate, but to wage a hot campaign in Alabama in the hot sunshine of this summer would be a
killing affair for him.
I have known two politicians
whose legs were paralyzed in my
day. One, of course, was Wallace
and one was Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Wallace's situation is entirely
different from Roosevelt's. I have
had an opportunity to be with
Wallace a time or two since he
was shot and I spent most of one
day on a train with Roosevelt and
saw him get on and off on two
occasions. Roosevelt could stand
on his feet when he wore braces
on his legs, but he could not walk
by himself. They had something
AUGUST 1978

like a gangplank to enable Roosevelt to get on and off the train.
One end of the gangplank was
placed on the steps of the back
of the train and the other was
placed on the ground. Roosevelt
could grasp with his hands the
railing along the side of this
gangplank, raise himself up and
swing his legs forward. He would
then stand on his legs and lean
fOlward and get another grip on
the rail and by repeating this procedure, he got on and off the
train by himself. Wallace cannot
do this. He is paralyzed from the
waist down and cannot stand on
his legs and he cannot swing them.
He has to be bodily picked up
and placed in a car, plane or any
other vehicle.
I sat by Wallace when he spoke
once at a convention. They carry
for him a frame which is set in
front of the podium, and he is
picked bodily up and a strap is
fastened around the seat of his
pants on which he can sit and then
another strap is placed around his
shoulders to hold him up. I saw
him speak for an hour in this condition and to a person out front,
it appears that he is standing normally.
(Continued on Page 31)
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FOR CONSERVATIVES AND FREE ENTERPRISERS WHO WANT TO PROTECT THEIR ASSETS FROM THE
COMING HYPERINFLATION AND DEPRESSION - AN INVESTMENT CONFERENCE WHICH HAS BECOME AN
ANNUAL TRADITION . . . . .

HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF AND PROFIT FROM

MONETARY AND

CONOMIC CRISIS

THE FIFTH ANNUAL GOLD, MONETARY, EC
SPONSORED BY THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR MONE

OMIC, AND INVESTMENT CONFERENCE
RY REFORM, NEW ORLEANS, NOVEMBER 2 - 5, 1978

FOR HOTEL RESERVATIONS !ALL TOLL-FREE 800-525-2837

Before it is too late, you should do everything possible to protect
yourself, your family, and your assets from Washington's destructive
policies. We sincerely believe that the information you will gain from
this remarkable conference will be vital to your economic and
investment survival in the turbulent 70s and the 1980s. As the
speakers at this conference will point out, the future will be a time of
dramatic, economic change where old fortunes will be wiped out and
new fortunes made by those who understand the new forces at work in
international markets. These talks also offer the specific investment
guidelines necessary to protect yourself and your capital in this new
era of dangers AND opportunities.

• JOHN EXTER, former commercial and central banker.
• E. C. HARWOOD, founder, American Institute for Economic Research .
• ARTHUR LAFFER, economist, formerly with the Treasury Department; serves as
editorial advisor to the Wall Street Journal.
• CHARLES A. COOMBS, former Senior Vice-President, Federal Reserve Bank Of N.Y.,
in charge of Gold and Foreign Currency Operations.
• MORGAN MAXFIELD, Editor of Economic Meteorology and author of 1929
Revisited: The Pendulum Era.
• ELIOT JANEWAY, economist and Editor of The Janeway Letter.
• RICHARD RUSSELL, Editor, Dow Theory Letters.
• DR. HENRY HAZLlTT, Author of Economics in One Lesson and What You Should
Know About Inflation.
• JEROME F. SMITH, Editor of World Market Perspective and well-known silver
market expert.
• HOWARD RUFF, Editor of the fastest growing advisory service in the U.S., Ruff
Times.

Many of the speakers you will hear are NEVER available for such frank
economic and investment commentary. Others charge consulting
fees up to $1250.00 per hour for their advice. Many write newsletters
which sell for $150-$250 per year.
The speakers listed below will discuss the following issues and
investment alternatives:
GOLD SHARES
EURODOLLARS
REAL ESTATE
STOCK MARKET
DEFLATION

BANK LIQUIDITY
COMMODITIES
SILVER TRADING
STOCK OPTIONS
TAX HAVENS

SILVER & GOLD COINS
INTEREST RATES
OFFSHORE BANKING
INFLATION
FOREIGN EXCHANGE

SPEAKERS
• ALAN GREENSPAN, former Chairman, President's Council of Economic Affairs.
• DR. FRANZ PICK, Editor of Pick's World Currency Report, in his first appearance at a
seminar other than his own .
• PETER MILLER, Chief Gold Share Analyst, Ivor Jones Limited, Johannesburg, SA
• THOMAS WOLFE, . former Head of the Treasury Department's Office of Gold and
Silver Operations. His Wolfe/Wire, Inc. is the highest-priced precious metal service in
the world.
• DR. HERBERT STEIN, former Chairman , President's Council of Economic Affairs and
co-author of On the Brink.

• SENATOR OWEN HORWOOD, Finance Minister, The Republic of South Africa.
• DR. HANS SENNHOLZ, Author of Inflation or Gold Standard?
•
•
•
•
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Enclosed is my check of $
for
registrations for the I
Nov. 2-5 Conference. Special Advance Registration : $295, single; $495, husband and I
wife (a $55 savings)
I

I
I
I

I
I
ADDRESS
I
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ _ I
I
Make checks payable to: National Committee for Monetary Reform, 8422 Oak St. I

I
I
I

..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
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R. E. MACMASTER, Author of the best seller, Circles of War.
TIMOTHY GREEN, author of The World of Gold Today.
LARRY PATTERSON, Editor of the L. T. Patterson Strategy Letter.
ROBERT BLEIBERG, Editor of Barron's.

NAME

--------------------------------NewOrlean~La 70118(~~phone50~65~9190r504~65-7561)
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RANDOM GLANCES AT THE NEWS Monetary Reform Group
Opposes U.S. Gold Sale
WASHINGTON, D. C. - The
National Committee for Monetary
Reform, The Center for Financial
Freedom and The Dines Letter
staged a protest demonstration
against the sale of U.S. gold reserves by the Treasury Department in Washington, D. C., May
23. The U.S. Treasury announced
it would auction off 300,000
ounces of gold per month for at
least six months, beginning with
the May 23 sale. The Treasury
Department indicated that sales
would probably be continued after
the initial six-month series, and
gold market sources have speculated that the quantity of gold
auctioned will eventually be increased to more than 300,000
ounces per month. James U.
Blanchard, III, Chairman of the
National Committee for Monetary
Reform, condemned. the gold sales
declaring, "The U.S. Treasury gold
sales should be viewed as an indication of U.S. dollar weakness.
Gold is our only major monetary
reserve asset, and the Treasury ac-
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tion is tantamount to selling off
family jewels because of impending bankruptcy . . . If the U.S.
Treasury had really wanted to use
gold to strengthen the dollar, it
could have revalued gold to free
market prices, thus increasing the
value of our gold reserves by
400%, or it could have accepted
the offer of the Swiss and West
German central banks to sell gold
for hard currencies to support the
dollar . . . Wealthy foreign investors and speculators will get most
of the U.S. Treasury gold at bargain prices while the average
American is effectivelv excluded
from the bidding bec~use of the
minimum bid of 400 ounces worth
$70,000 at $175 gold. If the Treasury is going to sell gold, it should
be in the form of a U.S. gold coin
or medallion. Not only could such
coins be purchased by average
Americans, but the coins would
sell at a premium over the gold
content and, thus, net the Treasury
more money."

Citizens Councils Protest
Kennedy Speech at Ole Miss
CARROLLTON, Miss. - The
Citizens Councils of Carroll and
Grenada counties have condemned
the May 14 appearance of Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.)
as guest speaker at the 125th annual commencement exercises at
THE CITIZEN

. Reinvading the South a month after his May appearance at Ole Miss, Massachusetts'
Senator Teddy Kennedy spoke in Atlanta at a luncheon of the United States Conference
of Mayors in June. Our information does not extend to whether he gave Boston as a
model of how to solve municipal problems.

the University of Mississippi. According to a joint statement issued by the two groups, "the
conservative citizens of Mississippi
shall never forget nor forgive the
invasion of our beloved state and
the University of Mississippi by
30,000 federal troops under President John Kennedy and Attorney
General Robert Kennedy. This
action was a direct violation of
the state's rights of Mississippi.
"Our organizations realize that
Sen. Kennedy would not have
been present to address the graduates without an invitation from
University personnel and we condemn these individuals along with
AUGUST 1976

any state-elected politicians that
participated in this insult to our
citizens. In his remarks to the
graduates, Kennedy said, 'the
country's future rests on its citizens' ability to assume responsibilities.' We find this amusing since
Kennedy's failure to accept responsibility in his home state is a
matter of public record." The
Citizens Councils said Kennedy
"would do well to return home
and assume responsibility as during the past five years Boston has
been victimized with racial violence and nearly half the white
students have fled the public
schools. All without 30,000 federal
19

troops." The statement said Ole
Miss "will find it difficult to follow
this act but we have confidence in
their ability to locate a commencement speaker in 1979 to further insult our Southern heritage." The
statement was signed by Arnie
Watson and George Scarberry,
Public Affairs Committee chairmen of the Carroll County and
Grenada County Citizens Councils, respectively.

'Disruptive Student' Law
Okayed by Florida Senate
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. - The
Senate approved a "disruptive
student" law to establish new programs that will separate the problem juveniles from regular classroom work in Florida's racially
integrated public schools. By a
30-2 vote, the Senate sent the bill
to the House, where a similar bill
was awaiting House Education
Committee action. The measure
provides some $4 million in new
money to establish separate programs for the 4,000 juveniles convicted of crimes and the 17,000
in the state suspended more than
once during a school year. "We
need to get them out of the regular classroom where we know they
are going to return as it is no~
and be the same kind of disruptive
problem they were initially," said
State Senator Betty Castor. While
the funds are inadequate to handle
the entire disruptive student population, they should be enough to
handle the 4,000 found guilty by
the juvenile courts, Castor said.
Hopefully, the program will become large enough to provide
20

preventive attention to students
with maladjustment tendencies, she
said. The Senate passed 33-0 and
sent to the House a bill which
among other things says a principal cannot prohibit teachers from
spanking students.
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Judge Says Black School
Guilty of Discrimination
MONTGOMERY, Ala. - A federal judge has ruled that a predominantly black state university
may not discriminate against white
faculty and administrative personnel. U.S. District Judge Frank
M. Johnson Jr. held that predominantly black Alabama State University has discriminated against
whites in the hiring and promotion of administrators, faculty and
clerical personnel ever since it
was desegregated in 1967. In ordering an end to the discrimination, Johnson ruled in favor of
Charles R. Craig, a white English
professor who alleged that the
failure of the university to renew
his contract in 1973, after two
years' employment, was racially
motivated. The judge also agreed
to broaden the suit into a dass
action to include all whites who
may have been discriminated
against by the university. Prior to
1967, Johnson noted, both the
faculty and administrative staff at
Alabama State were 100 percent
black. The institution was founded
in 1866 at Marion, Ala., as a black
teachers' college. It was taken over
by the state seven years later and
moved to Montgomery in 1887.
The university beg.an hiring white
teachers and administrative perTHE CITIZEN

sonnel after a 1967 federal court
order requiring the desegregation
of all public schools in the state.
But Johnson said the school did
not move fast enough. Although
the size of the faculty more than
doubled to 196 in the nine years
following the decision, only 36
f.aculty members were white in
1976, Johnson said. During the
same period, the administrative
staff grew from 30 to 56, with only
four whites on the payroll, he
added. Johnson dismissed the
university's argument that it was
no more recalcitrant in desegregating its faculty and administrative
staff than the state's predominantly
white state universities.

Cincinnati's Firemen
Deprived of Weapons
CINCINNATI, Ohio Firefighters here were up in arms
about the city manager's order
prohibiting them from taking shotguns and pistols on the job. The
weapons were ordered removed
by City Manager William V.
Donaldson and were stored in the
Fire Division Administrative Building. Forrest L. Buckley, president
AUGUST 1978

of the Cincinnati Firefighters
Union, s.aid loss of the firearms
strips firefighters of protection
they have needed in the past.
"There are too many instances in
which fire units respond to the
scene of an emergency by themselves and are stoned and bottles
are thrown at them," Buckley said.
"In many of the cases, we are on
the scene long before police protection arrives." Buckley argued
that the display of locked-up shotguns on fire engines served as a
deterrent to crime. The pistols, he
said, are kept at firehouses. If
the shotguns are withdrawn, Buckley added, firefighters will carry
their own guns. And that, he
adds, would be "an unhealthy
situation." Firemen began carrying
weapons during civil disturbances
in the 1960's, but Donaldson said
they are no longer needed. "It is
the job of a fireman to put out
fire and the job of a policeman to
catch bad guys," he said. Buckley
said the city was pressured into
issuing the order. The Rev. Robert
J. Grosch, pastor of Immanuel
Lutheran Church in the predominantly black Avondale section, said
he and the National Association
21

for the Advancement of Colored
People had asked Mayor Gerald N.
Springer to bring the matter to the
City Council.

12 SLAIN AT MISSION-

Editor's Notebook

Christ is
crucified by
those who claim
to act for His
Church while
His people are
murdered in His

name.

(Continued from Page 14)

day," said one student. It appears
there were no witnesses to the
killings.
An Anglican bishop
appealed to Britain to send troops
to Rhodesia to track down the
black guerrillas blamed for the
massacre.
British-born
Bishop
Paul Burrough, one of two Anglican prelates in Rhodesia, said that
Britain, former colonial ruler of
Rhodesia, should revert to "gunboat diplomacy" and intervene
with troops to hunt down the
slayers of the missionaries. The
Rhodesian government identified
the victims as Catherine Picken,
50; Elizabeth Wendy Hamilton,
37; Philip George Evans, 29;
Susan Evans, 33; Rebecca Evans,
4; Peter McCann, 30; Sandra McCann, 30; Philip McCann, 6; Joy
McCann, 5; Robert John Lynn, 37;
Joyce Lynn, 36, and Pamela Grace
Lynn, 3 weeks.
One week later, black gunmen
raided a farm near the eastern
Rhodesia town of Mayo, shooting
and burning to death 14 blacks,
including a mother and her five
children. A survivor of the massacre said the killers were taking
revenge on blacks warned against
working for white farmers. Government officials blamed .the slayings on nationalist guerrillas.
22

error
by
Father Arthur Lewis

FATHER ARTHUR LEWIS
Father Lewis's concern is with the
Gospel of the New Testament and the
battle for those countries of Southern
Africa where it still can be preached
and practiced freely. He has attacked
the use of the Churches to propagate
"the gospel according to St. Marx"
and to further terrorism.
Published by the Rhodesia Christian
Group, P. O. Box MP 177, Salisbury,
Rhodesia. $4.00.
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African Safari Prescribed
For Carter and Andy Young
By

GEORGE

W.

SHANNON

If Dana Brown could have his
way, Jimmy Carter and Andrew
Young would be forced to go on
an African safari.
Such an experiepce, in Brown's
opinion, would cure the President
and his black Ambassador to the
United Nations from meddling in
the domestic affairs of sovereign
African nations - especially the
white-founded and white-governed
nation of South Africa and its good
neighbor Rhodesia.
Readers of this column will remember Dana Brown as the St.
Louis coffee distributor who, as
early as Dec. 1, 1976, bought a
three-quarter-page advertisement
in the St. Louis Globe-Democrat
to warn Americans that they might
soon be paying $3 a pound for
coffee-a prediction borne out
more rapidly than even he might
have anticipated at the time.
Brown blamed "the complete
loss of raw coffee beans from
Angola, the fourth largest coffee
producer in the world," for the
~tronomical rise in coffee prices
which he predicted for the United
States. To make matters worse,
he said, if it had not been for
"pro-communist sanctions" imposed
against Rhodesia by the American
government, U.S. coffee importers
would still have been able to
buy fine-quality Rhodesian coffee
AUGUST 1978

beans at a savings of $1 per pound.
It was Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger's bungling in the Gerald
Ford and Richard Nixon Administrations which played into Soviet
Russia's hand in African affairs
during the Communist takeover of
Angola just as, today, it is the
meddling of UN Ambassador
Young and Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance which threatens the
security of the Western World afforded by stable governments in
South Africa, South West Africa
(Namibia) and Rhodesia.
"Young is shaping a lot of Carter's African policy," Brown declared recently in an interview with
Kevin Horrigan of the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, "and, my God, nO
one knows less about Africa than
Andrew Young. He knows nothing
about tribal life, nothing about history. Everything Carter does is
based on 'human justice,' he says.
Meanwhile, the people he supports
are destroying hundreds of thoussands of people a year. He's sick.
He's got to be sick."
It is for what he calls Carter's
"sickness" in foreign policy that
Brown prescribes an African safari.

"When you go on safari," he says,
"you get to know the people better
than any other way in the world
. . . because you live with them,
right into the most remote areas.
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You travel hundreds of miles and
live with the natives. They work
with you and for you."
Brown knows whereof he speaks.
In building his coffee business into
a $26 million-a-year enterprise
Brown has been going on safaris
in Africa annually for the past 28
years. He stays for up to three
months at a time, gathering pictures and stories of the Dark Continent. "I found that people were
~ra~y. about pictures," he said, explammg how he uses them in
travelogues to augment television
commercials.
In newspaper ads during the
past 18 years, beginning with the
Congolese rebellion in the early
1960s and continuing to the current replay of atrocities against
whites in that strife-tom country
now known as Zaire, Brown ha's
declared over and over that, at this
stage, in civilization, blacks in Africa are not ready for self-rule.
"Where has it worked after
blacks have taken over?" he asks.
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':It hasn't. Nigeria would be the
closest place, but it hasn't worked
anywhere. When you go to Angola, as I knew it before, or the
Congo as I knew it, or Tanzania
you can't believe a country could
be destroyed so quickly. It's like
this fellow in the Central African
Republic. He not only made himself a king, but he seems to enjoy
killing people. For some reason,
when these people take over a~
emperors, they seem to lack all
civilized feelings . . ,"
Brown feels that the United
States would appear less ridiculous
in world affairs if the majority of
its members of Congress were more
knowledgeable about other countries.
"Here you've got senators and
congressmen who know from nothing about Africa. I guarantee
you, when our senators and congressmen walk out of their bedrooms in the morning, they are
lost. And that's true of 98 per cent
of our politicians. It's a shame to
me that we have people in public
office who know so little about the
political situation in Africa."
Americans who have done as Mr.
Brown has done - gone to South
Africa and Rhodesia to see for
themselves - will agree that his
assessment of our government's errors is right on target.
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For Your Andrew Young File

'Porn King,' Ex-Constituent
Of Andy Young, Eludes Prison
GEORGE

Somewhere out in the world of
sunshine and freedom, where the
deer and the antelope play, and
seldom is heard a discouraging
word from a warden behind
prison walls gray, one of UN Ambassador Andrew Young's most
well-heeled former constituents
convicted pornographer Michael C:
Thevis, basks in unfettered revelry,
having thumbed his nose at the
U.S. Justice Department.
Unless by this time he has
slipped up somewhere or has been
"fingered" by one of his former
acquaintances in Atlanta's underworld of smut and vice, Thevis
probably is still laughing about
how easy it was for him to walk
blithely out of the Floyd County
Jail in New Albany, Indiana.
Millionaire Thevis, reputed to be
the nation's major producer and
exhibitor of pornographic films,
got his big break for freedom
when he was transferred from the
federal prisoners' medical facility
in Springfield, Missouri, to the
Indiana jail to await trial in a
civil damage suit in Louisville,
Ky., just across the Ohio River
from New Albany. The night
before Thevis was to have been
returned to Springfield to resume
serving an 8lh-year sentence for
interstate transportation of obscene material-having just lost
the civil suit and been ordered to
AUGUST 1978
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Thevis

pay $675,000 to insurance companies and a former peep-show
competitor-he was allowed to
leave his cell to make a phone
call. Three hours after he was
last seen and had enjoyed enough
of a head start to get out of the
country, someone thought to notify the police and ask them to
join in a search for the missing
prisoner.
Thevis' case came to light several
months ago when the N ew York
News reported that a Federal
Crand Jury in Atlanta was investigating .allegations that he
had funneled up to $400,000 into
Jimmy Carter's presidential cam25

Michael'l friend Andrew (Thevil and Young respectively, that il) II far more traceable
in hil travel. than is the itinerant pornographer. The Amballador (formerly Congrellman) il Ihown here last February in Nigeria making friendly advances to • black beauty
in Lago •• Seeml the girl ii, however, an Americ.n profellional d.ncer on an Afric.n
tour, and know. how seriou.ly to treat luch an .pproach by another American touri.t.

paign through Andrew Young
and former Budget Director Bert
Lance-charges that Young and
Press Secretary Jody Powel1 said
were not true.
Federal authorities feared that
Thevis, after leaving the New
Albany jail, fled immediately to a
foreign country where "money
talks" and where existing treaties
do not necessitate extradition on
the conspiracy and obscenity
charges for which he had been
serving time since 1974.
A Federal judge in Atlanta ordered a $250,000 bond and roundthe-clock surveillance for Thevis's
companion and business partner,
Patricia McLean, 28, who was
allowed to visit him in jail only 12
hours before his escape and who
allegedly delivered $6,000 with
which he apparently bought his
freedom. Federal prosecutors contend that Miss McLean plans to
26

liquidate his network of 200 businesses worth an estimated $8 to
$10 million and flee to join him
with the cash. Miss McLean has
hired Edward T. M. Garland, one
of Georgia's most prominent criminal lawyers, to defend her against
accusations that she helped Thevis
escape.
After being imprisoned for transporting obscene materials, Thevis
wrote to his congressman, Andrew
Young, signing his letter only with
his first name, "Michael," and asking for help in getting medical
treatment he still needed for injuries he suffered in a motorcycle
accident in 1973. Young's staff
helped arrange a transfer from
one prison to another. Later-in
February of 1977-after Young
was sworn in as the United Nations delegate but while his congressional staff was still on the
job in his old district-Young
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wrote Federal Prison Director
Norman Carlson and ordered him
to "inform me when Mr. Thevis
will be released in view of his
need for further surgery." While
prosecutors were irritated by
Young's intervention, an FBI inquiry failed to reveal any impropriety.
Federal grand juries began investigations of the Floyd County
Jail after Thevis escaped. Two
,deputies have told the FBI they
were paid to give Thevis privileges
that included use of a telephone
and "sexual contact" visits by Miss
McLean.
United States Attorney Harvey
Harkness thinks the 46-year-old
Thevis might have fled because of
the possibility he could face new
federal racketeering indictments
and because of a renewed interest
by law enforcement officers in his
possible involvement in two deaths.
The body of one of Thevis's
business associates was found
stuffed in the trunk of a car on
the parking lot of the Atlanta International Airport in 1970. Another was blown through the roof
of his van by a dynamite bomb in
1973.
Meanwhile, there has been no
reported development in the New
York News' account of investigations by a Federal Grand Jury
concerning allegations by a former
prison mate of Thevis. The in-

DEARING AOORESSING

formant, according to the News,
told officials that Thevis had confided to him that he had channeled $150,000 into President Carter's campaign through Young and
had given another $250,000
through Lance.
Regardless of the Grand Jury's
findings, the case throws new
light on the UN ambassador's
acquaintance with a convicted
pornographer and reputed mob
figure who has close ties to Atlanta's Democratic Party and
black establishments. Is Young
such a close friend of pornographer Thevis that the convict,
writing from his prison cell to
solicit the ambassador's help,
found it necessary only to sign
his letter by his first name,
"Michael"?
Few cities in the United States
can equal Atlanta in its public
display of pornographic filth. In
downtown Atlanta there are rows
of brightly-lighted "adult" book
stores and movie houses.
Watch for the next chapter in
this thrilling saga of a man who
has left behind in Atlanta a $3
million mansion, a weeping former
wife and what Miss McLean's attorney describes as "a forlorn exgirlfriend, abandoned and left to
her own devices." Will "the Prince
of Porn" regain his scepter in another country? Will the FBI put
a tracer on Andy Young's phone
calls? Don't miss it!
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Citizen's Counsel

Zaire TodayRhodesia Tomorrow?
By BOBBE

When Europeans in Zaire were
threatened by rival black tribes
recently, France and Belgium were
able to evacuate 2,500 residents,
but not before some of them had
been robbed, raped and beaten.
Others black and white, were
killed. ' The United States offered
supportive services but there was
no immediate condemnation of
this latest indiscriminate attack on
civilians in Mrica. The government that made a cause celebre
out of Mylai, and court martialed
Lt. Calley, never comments on the
savage treatment of civilians by
terrorists in Mrica.
In the aftermath of this incident
it is reasonable to ask President
Carter and Prime Minister Callaghan this question: Who will be
responsible for the safety .of
250,000 white Rhodesians and
hundreds of thousands of black
Rhodesians after December 31,
1978 and the imposition of "majority rule"?
The United States and Great
Britain have been harsh and inflexible in their demands on Rhodesia. They have been hostile to
its leaders, tried to wreck its economy, encouraged its enemies and
castigated it in the United Nations.
Its Prime Minister has been accused of "obstructing" efforts to
mollify black radicals.
The truth is that black revohltionaries in Rhodesia are no dif-
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ferent from black revolutionaries
anywhere else in Africa. They
don't want a "just solution" to anything. They want power. In
Washington or London they speak
of "majority rule, one man-one
vote, human dignity, or freedom."
In Mrica they fight for power and
control.
Can anyone really believe that
Muzorewa, Nkomo, Sithole and
Mugabwe, all of different tribes
and sub-tribes, intend to share the
pomp and power of government
with each other, much less the
white population of Rhodesia?
Black African leaders know the
white liberal mind. They know
that after majority rule all manner
of aid will be offered to Rhodesia.
The illusion, at least, of a stable,
popular black government must be
created. Immediate chaos would
be an embarrassment. Pressed to
the wall by economic sanctions
under its white government, the
good times will roll under a black
one-for a while.
Some African observers believe
that when blacks take control on·
January 1, 1979, the scramble will
begin in earnest. Competition, tribal rivalry and individual rivalry
within the tribes will surface with
a vengeance. They expect the
Rhodesian constitution, so carefully worded to "protect" blacks
against the perfidy of whites, to
be torn up and some form of

A Belgian (left) and a French paratrooper in Kol,:"ezi, S~a.ba Province, Zaire, pa~se
while patrolling the streets of the previously terrorIzed mInIng town. The AP cuthne
accompanying this Wide World photo says the West E.uropean parat~oopers have th,e
place under control, and judging by appearances, that IS easy to belIeve. We haven t
till now seen such a "can do" look on soldiers since World War II.

black dictatorship to be imposed
upon the country. They are not
pessimists, these people who think
this. They are realists who have
observed Africa from the days of
the Mau Mau in Kenya more than
twenty years ago to the latest outrage in Zaire. And above all, they
are surrounded by examples.
Zambia to the north of Rhodesia, ha; been independent since
1964. Its black government received the blessings of Great
Britain and $12,000,000. Its economy has literally been kept
afloat by a highway to the sea,
built in 1973 with U.S. aid.
Kenneth D. Kaunda, Zambia's
president for the fourteen years
of independence, has nationalized
all private property, private enterprise, newspapers, and taken 51%
of the copper mines. Most of the
permanent white population has
left.
AUGUST 1978
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Mozambique, on the eastern
border of Rhodesia, became independent in 1975. Whites and
blacks alike were killed and surviving whites fled. Maoist Communist Samora Machel declared
himself president and nationalized
private property, including private
homes, closed all private schools,
established collective farms and
began a Communist indoctrination
program.
In Angola the National Front,
the Popular Movement and the
National Union fought for power.
With Soviet aid and 20,000 Cuban
troops the "Popular Movement"
took the country. Kenneth Kaundrl
told the New York Times on May
18, 1978 that there are now 40,000
Cuban troops in Africa, "invitpd
by Mricans" and added that "he
questioned the right of anyone to
condemn the Cuban presence."
29

Despite their western education
and religious training, Rhodesia's
black leaders are no less greedy,
no less power hungry and no less
ruthless than Idi Amin. They
prove it each time another innocent Rhodesian citizen is tortured,
mutilated, raped and murdered by
terrorists harbored in their countries.
The Zimbabwe African People's
Union (ZAPU) invades Rhodesia
from Zambia. Its leader, Joshua
Nkomo, is mission educated and
the former secretary of the Railwav
Workers Association. ZAPU te;rorists prey on Rhodesian citizem
with the full knowledge of Kenneth
Kaunda. In February, 1977 fifteen black Rhodesian boys, kidnapped from a mission school,
were executed in Lusaka, capital
city of Zambia, for refusing to
join the terrorist activities. This
did not prevent President Carter
from giving Kaunda a "warm welcome" to the White House in May,
1978.
The Zimbabwe African National
Union (ZANU) invades Rhodesia
from Mozambique. Its leadership
is shared by Reverend (Methodist)
Ndabaningi Sithole and Roman
Catholic Robert Mugabwe. Both
educated in religious schools, they
organized ZANU after a bitter
fight with Nkomo's group, and remain equally bitter rivals today.
The "moderate" among the black
Rhodesian leaders and apparently
the most popular in the U niter!
States is Bishop Abel Muzorewa
of the (American) United Methodist Church. Muzorewa always
greets fellow members of his African National Council with the
raised clenched fist of the Com30

STRICTLY PERSONAL: ROY V. HARRIS
(Continued frvm Page 15)

The African terror may be seen reflected
in the face of this sorrowstricken girl,
and that of her sympathetically frightened
pet, as she learns at Brussels airport that,
though her father returns safely from
Kolwezi, her mother was killed there.

munist salute. On January 15, 1978
this moderate Man of God was
quoted on the front page of the
Rhodesian Sunday Mail. He said,
"We can't just dismiss the whites
. . . they are an economic factor.
To dismiss them would be to behave like the farmer who shoots
dead the ox pulling his plough
because the ox has kicked him. It
is more reasonable to tame the ox
and make it more productive."
Millions have been killed in
Africa in the power struggles of
rival leaders. Jomo Kenyatta's Mau
Mau terrorists killed thousands in
Kenya; Idi Amin murdered 300,000
in Uganda and continues to murder to stay in power; a million died
in Nigeria; 100,000 Hutu died in
Burundi. There is no humanity
among these blacks competing fot
power.
Which of the four frontrunners
will win out in Rhodesia? Who
knows? But one thing is certain.
If the history of majority rule repeats itself in Rhodesia, Jimmy
Carter and Andrew Young will
have a lot to answer for. The Rhodesian tragedy is their creation.
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It would have been very difficult for Wallace to wage a hot
campaign this summer.
I do not remember ever seeing a
picture in any of the papers or anywhere else of Roosevelt struggling
to get on and off the train. The
media were kind enough to him
that they always took their pictures
in such a manner as not to show up
his physical handicap. This has
not been true with Wallace. The
media have taken great pride, it
seems, in taking a picture of Wallace in his wheelchair when they
are lifting him onto the platform.
Hal Gulliver writing in the May
21, 1978 Sunday edition of the
Atlanta Journal and Constitution
said:
And then there was another
factor relating to campaigning,
a psychological one. Wallace
understood too clearly how
the media, television cameras
in particular, tended to focus
on his wheelchair. No matter
how good he declared his
health to be in that 1976
campaign, he understood exactly what one TV shot of
that wheelchair did to a political image. Franklin Roosevelt might never have been
elected president, Wallace
would sometimes grouse, if
the TV cameras had existed
then.
Wallace was right on most of
the issues he made and while he
represented mostly the Southern
viewpoint, his speeches met with
great favor all over the nation;
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and it is my opmlOn that he was
rapidly developing a following
which became the deciding factor
even in the election of Jimmy
Carter.
Had Wallace not been shot in
1972, he would have been able to
capitalize on this himself. In his
campaigns for president prior to
1972, he had no idea of being
elected on either one of those prior
occasions. Consequently, he urged
the people to vote for him and
send a message to Washington.
His slogan became "Send them a
message." At the same time, he
coined another expression that will
last a long time. He referred to
our liberal leaders in Washington
as "pointy heads". When he talked
about some of the "pointy head~"
on the faculties of our universities,
he facetiously stated that they did
did not know how to park their
bicycles.
There is no doubt that he made
the issue against both the liberals
in this country and the federal
bureaucracy; the sentiments which
he expressed still persist.
The people who agreed with
Wallace are still the deciding factor in this country.
They do not like government by
the "pointy heads".

Col. John Nonnan Warnock (Ret.)
Only attorney jailed for speaking
out against integration. Still speaks
out-anywhere.
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